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Background
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• Incremental test under stable concept (14 Shapelet datasets)

Evaluation Block (Shapelet Evaluation + Concept Drift Detection)

• Low Scalability and Incrementality of Time Series representation approaches
• Classical Shapelet Evaluation is not suitable in streaming context
• Concept Drift detection should be adapted in TS Stream model
• Memory cost of infinite TS instances (Shapelet Extraction relies on a set of 

instances cached in the memory)

Problem Statement

Experimental Results
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Figure 1: Shapelet Evaluation over 
newly input TS instances
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Time Series Representations
R1 Global features of entire series (1-NN)
R2 Summary statistics of sub-series
R3 Motif (frequent patterns) 
R4 Shapelet1 (shape-based features) 

Data Stream Challenges
C1 Infinite Length
C2 Feature Evolution
C3 Concept Drift
C4 Concept Evolution 

Conclusionwhere

h(T ) =
n

C, if dist(T, ŝ)  ŝ.distThresh
nonC, otherwise

However, by TS-Shapelet inclusion technique, two Time
Series with similar distance to a Shapelet may obtain different
classes. In addition, a good prediction result of input TS
instance with current Shapelets doesn’t mean that the instance
contains no useful information for adjusting the learning
model. The 0-1 Loss Function analyzes the surface phe-
nomenon of the prediction but ignored the deep information
behind the arbitrary split point technique. A loss measured by
a crisp 0-1 Loss Function is then ill-adapted.

When dist(T, ŝ)  ŝ.distThresh, the prediction result is
relatively acceptable. The problem then becomes how to find a
balance between time efficiency and TS information checking
(i.e., the exhaustive information extraction). The distance
between TS and Shapelets describes the shift between real and
learned concept, a small distance leads to a reliable prediction
result. As the distance measure is usually data-dependant,
and the absolute distance value varies with datasets, then
a normalized measure describing the shift scale is required.
To this end, can we just convert the TS-Shapelet inclusion
problem to the possibility that a TS contains the Shapelet?

As extracted Shapelets try to separate one class to oth-
ers, TSs in different classes tend to be concentrated on the
split point, which causes the main error in prediction. Then
we assume that dist(T, ŝ) satisfies Gaussian distribution, as
shown in Equation 6, the loss can be smoothed by Sigmoid
function by considering distance distribution. The split point
of ŝ defines the expectation � of the distribution.

L(Y, h(T )) =
1

1 + e�(x��)
, � = ŝ.distThresh

x = min(dist(TC , ŝ)), ŝ 2 ŜC
(6)

As shown in Fig. 3, the smaller the loss, the greater the
possibility that T will contain the Shapelet. Intuitively, a loss
threshold � can be set by user for ISMAP to control the
extraction from input instance, and update incrementally the
Shapelet to approach the real concept of data source. When
� is set to 0.5, it has the same effect as 0-1 Loss Function.

TC

Dist(T, Shapelet
C

)

TNonC

Fig. 3: Loss measure of Time Series by Sigmoid Function and 0-1
Loss Function, Time Series in different classes are distributed around
the split point of Shapelet

However, a stable concept does not hold in several real-life
scenarios. For instance, with the soundness of the knowledge
in a particular domain, the labeling of newly input instances
may evolve gradually, leading to a concept drift. Therefore,
the most recent training instances should contribute more than
the oldest ones to the target prediction. Then the problem
becomes the Concept Drift detection in a Time Series Stream
by monitoring the loss function. Conserving the interpretability
and explainability of the algorithm, ISMAP can be extended
to the context of TS Stream by extracting adaptive features.

C. Adaptive feature extraction from Time Series Stream
As shown in Fig. 4, the system of extracting adaptive

Shapelets from Time Series Stream is composed by Shapelet
Extraction, Evaluation Bloc and Caching Mechanism. We take
TS Chunk Ct,w as minimum input unit which contains a
number of continuous TS instances: Ct,w=(Tt�w+1, Tt�w+2,
..., Tt), where t is the time-tick, w is the window size. By
adopting the Test-then-Train strategy, the main idea here is to
evaluate continuously the shift between learned concept and
real concept in data source (i.e., Test). Once a Concept Drift
is detected, the input chunk will be imported into Shapelet
Extraction bloc to update the learning model (i.e., Train). Both
Shapelet initialization and updating process are parallelizable
on Spark cluster, which makes use of RAM as caching unit
to lower the I/O cost.
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Fig. 4: System Structure in TS Stream context with Concept Drift

1) Shapelet Extraction: The computing process follows the
same methodology with ISMAP, which allows TS instances
in the input chunk to be partitioned on various Spark nodes,
the discriminative patterns in each partition will be extracted
individually and merged between partitions by their ranking
power. The Shapelet ranking list is then composed by power-
updated existing Shapelets and newly imported candidates.

2) Learned Concept Evaluation: As aforementioned, the
loss of a Shapelet on input instances can describe its shift to
real concept of data source. With the same methodology, when
there is a concept drift in data stream, the analysis tends to
be more complicated. The challenge here is to distinguish the
measured loss from two aspects:
- Incomplete Extraction: As main constraint in Shapelet Ex-
traction, insufficient training instances (i.e., under-fitting) will
bring a relative high loss. More data will make the learning
model approach more the inner concept.

- Concept Drift: The measured shift can only reflect the
distance to a stable concept, a big shift will be observed
using out-of-date learning model.

III. ALGORITHM AND SYSTEM STRUCTURE

In this section, we start by studying the incrementality
of SMAP, which is a necessary condition for learning in
streaming context. Then we propose the evaluation strategies
to accelerate incremental learning process and adapting it to
streaming context considering Concept Drift.

A. Incremental SMAP (ISMAP)
Typically, a non-incremental algorithm requires to re-pass

the existing dataset and conduct a large amount of redundant
computations. In Algorithm 2, we show Incremental Shapelet
extraction on Matrix Profile on Spark (ISMAP), which avoids
essentially the repetitive computations on existing dataset.
As in Spark environment, the communication cost between
distributed nodes is a key factor of system’s efficiency. The
computing task in each Spark partition should be relatively
independent without frequent exchange of intermediate results
with other partitions. In light of this, we need to make use
of the parallel mechanism to well manage the allocation of
computing tasks.

Algorithm 2: ISMAP(Incremental Shapelet extraction on MAtrix Profile on Spark)

Input: Partition [ID, T,DiscmP, distThresh], New input TN , classSet Ĉ,
k

Output: Ŝ
1 lmin  0.1 ⇤ getMinLen(D), lmax  0.5 ⇤ getMinLen(D),
2 DiscmP  [], distThresh  [], Ŝ  ;
3 hIDN , TN i.broadcast();
4 MapPartition ([ID, T,DiscmP, distThresh])
5 /* 1. compute the Matrix Profile between TN and all TS in dataset */
6 /* 2. update the current DiscmP of all TS in dataset */
7 /* 3. prepare MPTN

elements to compute DiscmPTN
*/

8 for m lmin to lmax do

9 MPT [m] computeMP (T, TN ,m)
10 MPTN

[m] computeMP (TN , T,m)
11 DiscmP [m], distThresh[m] 

updateDiscmP (DiscmP [m], distThresh[m],MPT [m])

12 DiscmP, distThresh  pruning(DiscmP, distThresh)
13 emit(ID, T,DiscmP, distThresh,MPTN

)

14 MapAggregation (⇤, (ID, T,DiscmP, distThresh,MPTN
))

15 DiscmPTN
, distThreshTN

=
computeDiscmP (collect(MPTN

))

16 DiscmPTN
 DiscmP ⇤

p
1/l

17 DiscmPTN
, distThreshTN

 
pruning(DiscmPTN

, distThreshTN
)

18 cache(IDTN
, DiscmPTN

, distThreshTN
)

19 MapAggregation (class, (ID,DiscmP, distThresh))
20 for c 2 Ĉ do

21 Ŝ0  getTopk(DiscmP [c], distThresh[c], k)

22 Ŝ  Ŝ [ Ŝ0

23 return Ŝ

As shown in Algorithm 2, we assume that each Spark
partition keeps a set of Time Series with their Discriminative
Profiles and corresponding Threshold Distance sets. The newly
input Time Series TN will be broadcast to each distributed
node. Information in TN should be extracted and merged to
existing knowledge base, which can be carried out into two
steps:

1) Update existing Shapelets: With newly input instance
TN , existing candidate Shapelets should update their
representative power in each class, and discriminative
power in current dataset.

2) Evaluate new candidate Shapelets: TN will introduce
new candidate Shapelets of various length, which should
be evaluated and placed into Shapelet ranking list by their
discriminative power.

Step (1) is shown in line 8,10, from the Formula 2 and
3, we can observe that the linearity of Discriminative Profile
makes the fact that each existing TS only need one single
Matrix Profile computation with TN to update the candidate
Shapelets. As for Step (2), the Discriminative Profile com-
puting of TN is shared on different Spark partitions, where
Matrix Profiles with existing TS instances are computed in
line 9, an aggregation process in line 13-17 extracts the
discriminative patterns in TN , which will be aggregated with
existing candidate Shapelets and update the output results in
line 18-21.

Like classical incremental algorithms, ISMAP takes all input
instances into account, which means every input TS instance
will be imported into the system to update the Shapelet, even
if the computing imports no valuable information into the
system, that is, the information contained in the instance is
repetitive with that in the knowledge base. Evidently, we are
capable of avoiding the redundant information’s computation
by adopting an interleaved Test-then-Train strategy [29] with
an extra Shapelet evaluation process over input instances.

B. Shapelet Evaluation
The intuition behind the evaluation procedure is that once

we have a bad evaluation result, we need to import the instance
batch into Shapelet Extraction process, to update the output
Shapelet result. As the evaluation time O(n � m + 1) for a
TS instance is much less than that of extraction computing
(O(Nn3logn)), then an evaluation module can improve the
system’s efficiency by preventing the computation of certain
valueless instances. However, how to define that an instance
is valueless stays a problem to resolve.

The classical Shapelet-based approach [14] supposes that
a Time Series T can be classified by the inclusion of a
class-specified Shapelet ŝ. (i.e. if dist(T, ŝ)  ŝ.distthresh,
then T.class = ŝ.class). The threshold distance of Shapelet
gives a split point to decide the TS-Shapelet inclusion. As
shown in [30], various approaches (e.g, Information Gain
(IG), Kruskal-Wallis (KW) and Mood’s Median (MM)) can be
applied for both Shapelet assessment and split point decision.
Representative Profile and Discriminative Profile achieve the
same effect with these techniques but in a more interpretable
manner. Intuitively, we are capable of deciding whether to
import a TS instance into Shapelet Extraction process by
evaluating its prediction results on current learning model.
The Loss Measure is intended to detect the shift between the
learning model and the inner concept of data source. In the
context of Shapelet, the distance between the learned Shapelets
and input instance is able to represent the loss to some extent.
Typically, the distance is compared with Shapelets’ threshold
distance, which derives the 0-1 Loss Function:

L(Y, h(T )) =

⇢
0, Y = h(T )
1, Y 6= h(T ) (5)

where

h(T ) =
n

C, if dist(T, ŝ)  ŝ.distThresh
nonC, otherwise

However, by TS-Shapelet inclusion technique, two Time
Series with similar distance to a Shapelet may obtain different
classes. In addition, a good prediction result of input TS
instance with current Shapelets doesn’t mean that the instance
contains no useful information for adjusting the learning
model. The 0-1 Loss Function analyzes the surface phe-
nomenon of the prediction but ignored the deep information
behind the arbitrary split point technique. A loss measured by
a crisp 0-1 Loss Function is then ill-adapted.

When dist(T, ŝ)  ŝ.distThresh, the prediction result is
relatively acceptable. The problem then becomes how to find a
balance between time efficiency and TS information checking
(i.e., the exhaustive information extraction). The distance
between TS and Shapelets describes the shift between real and
learned concept, a small distance leads to a reliable prediction
result. As the distance measure is usually data-dependant,
and the absolute distance value varies with datasets, then
a normalized measure describing the shift scale is required.
To this end, can we just convert the TS-Shapelet inclusion
problem to the possibility that a TS contains the Shapelet?

As extracted Shapelets try to separate one class to oth-
ers, TSs in different classes tend to be concentrated on the
split point, which causes the main error in prediction. Then
we assume that dist(T, ŝ) satisfies Gaussian distribution, as
shown in Equation 6, the loss can be smoothed by Sigmoid
function by considering distance distribution. The split point
of ŝ defines the expectation � of the distribution.

L(Y, h(T )) =
1

1 + e�(x��)
, � = ŝ.distThresh

x = min(dist(TC , ŝ)), ŝ 2 ŜC
(6)

As shown in Fig. 3, the smaller the loss, the greater the
possibility that T will contain the Shapelet. Intuitively, a loss
threshold � can be set by user for ISMAP to control the
extraction from input instance, and update incrementally the
Shapelet to approach the real concept of data source. When
� is set to 0.5, it has the same effect as 0-1 Loss Function.

TC

Dist(T, Shapelet
C

)

TNonC

Fig. 3: Loss measure of Time Series by Sigmoid Function and 0-1
Loss Function, Time Series in different classes are distributed around
the split point of Shapelet

However, a stable concept does not hold in several real-life
scenarios. For instance, with the soundness of the knowledge
in a particular domain, the labeling of newly input instances
may evolve gradually, leading to a concept drift. Therefore,
the most recent training instances should contribute more than
the oldest ones to the target prediction. Then the problem
becomes the Concept Drift detection in a Time Series Stream
by monitoring the loss function. Conserving the interpretability
and explainability of the algorithm, ISMAP can be extended
to the context of TS Stream by extracting adaptive features.

C. Adaptive feature extraction from Time Series Stream
As shown in Fig. 4, the system of extracting adaptive

Shapelets from Time Series Stream is composed by Shapelet
Extraction, Evaluation Bloc and Caching Mechanism. We take
TS Chunk Ct,w as minimum input unit which contains a
number of continuous TS instances: Ct,w=(Tt�w+1, Tt�w+2,
..., Tt), where t is the time-tick, w is the window size. By
adopting the Test-then-Train strategy, the main idea here is to
evaluate continuously the shift between learned concept and
real concept in data source (i.e., Test). Once a Concept Drift
is detected, the input chunk will be imported into Shapelet
Extraction bloc to update the learning model (i.e., Train). Both
Shapelet initialization and updating process are parallelizable
on Spark cluster, which makes use of RAM as caching unit
to lower the I/O cost.
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Fig. 4: System Structure in TS Stream context with Concept Drift

1) Shapelet Extraction: The computing process follows the
same methodology with ISMAP, which allows TS instances
in the input chunk to be partitioned on various Spark nodes,
the discriminative patterns in each partition will be extracted
individually and merged between partitions by their ranking
power. The Shapelet ranking list is then composed by power-
updated existing Shapelets and newly imported candidates.

2) Learned Concept Evaluation: As aforementioned, the
loss of a Shapelet on input instances can describe its shift to
real concept of data source. With the same methodology, when
there is a concept drift in data stream, the analysis tends to
be more complicated. The challenge here is to distinguish the
measured loss from two aspects:
- Incomplete Extraction: As main constraint in Shapelet Ex-
traction, insufficient training instances (i.e., under-fitting) will
bring a relative high loss. More data will make the learning
model approach more the inner concept.

- Concept Drift: The measured shift can only reflect the
distance to a stable concept, a big shift will be observed
using out-of-date learning model.

Shapelet Evaluation
• 0-1 Loss Function

• Sigmoid Loss Function

A Loss Threshold Δ can  be set to import incrementally the valuable instances. 

Project Page in Github

Streaming Time Series S
• A continuous input data stream where each instance is a real-valued data: " = (%&, %(, … , %*),

where N is the time tick of the most recent input value.
Time Series Stream ",-
• A continuous input data stream where each instance is a Time Series: ",- = .&, .(, … , .* .

Notice that N increases with each new time-tick.

Scalability & Incrementality
Scalability:

Previous work2 ensures the scalability of Shapelet Extraction in Spark.
Incrementality:
• The necessary condition to adapt TS representation in stream context.
• When new TS instance comes:

1. Update the discriminative power of existing Shapelets
2. Introduce new candidate Shapelets, compute their power

• Step 1 and 2 share the same computation process4

Concept Drift detection
• Page-Hinkey (PH) Test3: a typical technique for change detection in signal

processing.
• /0 1 : the average loss of newly input TS chunk

• 4*: the cumulative difference between the chunk loss and
average loss until the current time. 5: Loss Tolerance

• 6*: the minimal cumulative difference recorded

• 7: PH threshold to detect a Concept Drift

• 89:;<=% >?@A% = B
.?C<, DE* ≥ 7
GHIJ<, 9%ℎ<?L@J<

10 J. Zuo et al.

data source (i.e., Test). Once a Concept Drift is detected, the input chunk will
be imported into Shapelet Extraction bloc to update the learning model (i.e.,
Train). Both Shapelet initialization and updating process are parallelizable on
Spark cluster, which makes use of RAM as caching unit to lower the I/O cost.
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Fig. 4: System Structure in TS Stream context with Concept Drift

1) Shapelet Extraction: The computing process follows the same methodol-
ogy with ISMAP, which allows TS instances in the input chunk to be partitioned
on various Spark nodes, the discriminative patterns in each partition will be ex-
tracted individually and merged between partitions by their ranking power. The
ranking list of Shapelets is then composed by power-updated existing Shapelets
and newly imported candidates.

2) Concept Drift Detection: As aforementioned, the loss of a Shapelet on
input instances can describe its shift to real concept of data source. With the
same methodology, when there is a concept drift in data stream, the analysis
tends to be more complicated. The challenge here is to distinguish the measured
loss from two aspects:

1. Incomplete Extraction: As main constraint in Shapelet Extraction, insuf-
ficient training instances (i.e., under-fitting) will bring a relative high loss.
More data will make the learning model approach more the inner concept.

2. Concept Drift: The measured shift can only reflect the distance to a stable
concept, a big shift will be observed using out-of-date learning model.

In light of these challenges, an advanced analysis on detecting the Concept Drift
from measured loss is required. That is, not only to measure the loss from each
TS Chunk, but also to propose a strategy to analyse the loss. Based on the loss
definition in Equation 6, we define the average loss for a TS chunk CN,w:

LC(N) =
1
w

wX

k=1

L(YN�w+k, h(TN�w+k)) (7)

Concept Enrichment: As mentioned in 3.2, an user-defined loss threshold �
can be set to decide whether to import the chunk into the system to enrich the
concept. That is: ImportChunk = True if LC(N)  �.

Concept Drift detection: Page-Hinkley test (PH) [5] is a typical technique
used for change detection in signal processing. It allows a loss tolerance for the
signal. The sequential test on the variance which considers that normal operation
corresponds to a certain variance and a drift being characterized by an increase
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in this variance. Here we define a cumulative di↵erence between the observed
loss and their mean up until the current time:

mN =
NX

t=0

(LC(t)� Lavg(t)� �) (8)

where Lavg(t) is the average loss until the current time tick t, � specifies
the tolerable magnitude of changes. The minimum mN is defined as MN =
min(mt, t = 1...N). PH test will measure the di↵erence between MN and mN :

PHN = mN �MN (9)

Intuitively, the di↵erence reflects the degree of Concept Drift, when it exceeds
a user-specified threshold �, then the Concept Drift is detected.

3) Caching Mechanism: As the discriminative power of a candidate Shapelet
is based on its global distribution in the dataset, the fact that TS instances should
be cached in memory is then a necessary condition of Shapelet Extraction. This
is the main di↵erence compared to Concept Drift detection in classical data
streams, where it’s possible to have one single pass on input instance. Then
the main challenge here is to consider the nature of Shapelet in Time Series
Stream, and propose a Shapelet-based caching mechanism in streaming context,
meanwhile the caching volume should not increase indefinitely along with the
input the never-ending TS Stream.

As Concept Drift is the fact that the prediction targets at di↵erent time
tick are di↵erent, the previous learned concept is inapplicable to current input
data. Conversely speaking, the fresh extracted concept doesn’t answer previous
prediction target. This fact opens a path to optimize proactively the data caching
procedure in memory. The caching mechanism is shown in Fig. 5. When there
is a state transition of Concept Drift detection, the extraction of a fresh concept
is then finished which is applicable for stream instances coming afterwards. The
detection of this transition will trigger a cache elimination procedure.
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Fig. 5: Caching mechanism of streaming instance chunk in memory

The elimination procedure is based on the assumption that the prediction
target of an old TS Chunk is not compatible with the fresh updated concept. By
evaluating the cached chunks chronologically, we aim at finding the transition
border where historical chunk starts to match the fresh updated concept, which
is a reverse process to the detection of cache elimination trigger. We assume
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Fig. 5: Elastic Caching Mechanism for streaming instance chunk in memory

In light of these challenges, an advanced analysis on detect-
ing the Concept Drift from measured loss is required. That is,
not only to measure the loss from each TS Chunk, but also
to propose a strategy to analyse the loss. Based on the loss
definition in Equation 6, we define the average loss for a TS
chunk CN,w:

LC(N) =
1

w

wX

k=1

L(YN�w+k, h(TN�w+k)) (7)

Concept Enrichment: As mentioned in III-B, an user-defined
loss threshold � can be set to decide whether to import
the chunk into the system to enrich the concept. That is:
ImportChunk = True if LC(N)  �.

Concept Drift detection: Page-Hinkley test (PH) [29] is a
typical technique used for change detection in signal process-
ing. It allows a loss tolerance for the signal. The sequential
test on the variance which considers that normal operation cor-
responds to a certain variance and a drift being characterized
by an increase in this variance. Here we define a cumulative
difference between the observed loss and their mean up until
the current time:

mN =
NX

t=0

(LC(t)� Lavg(t)� �) (8)

where Lavg(t) is the average loss until the current time tick t,
� specifies the tolerable magnitude of changes. The minimum
value of mN is defined as MN = min(mt, t = 1...N). PH
test will measure the difference between MN and mN :

PHN = mN �MN (9)

Intuitively, the difference reflects the degree of Concept Drift,
when it exceeds a user-specified threshold �, then the Concept
Drift is detected.

3) Caching Mechanism: As the discriminative power of a
candidate Shapelet is based on its global distribution in dataset,
the fact that TS instances should be cached in memory is then
a necessary condition of Shapelet Extraction. This is the main
difference compared to Concept Drift detection in classical
data streams, where it’s possible to have one single pass on
input instance. Then the main challenge here is to bridge the

gap between TS and data stream analysis, that is, to consider
the nature of Shapelet in Time Series Stream (i.e., part of
data instances need to be cached), and propose a Shapelet-
based caching mechanism in streaming context, meanwhile the
caching volume should not increase indefinitely along with the
never-ending TS Stream.

As Concept Drift is the fact that the prediction targets at
different time tick are different, the previous learned concept
is inapplicable to current input data. Conversely speaking,
the fresh extracted concept doesn’t match previous prediction
target. This fact opens a path to optimize proactively the data
caching procedure in memory. Considered as a complement
to the global system shown in Fig. 4, the caching mechanism
is detailed in Fig. 5. Once a Concept Drift is detected in
TS stream, the TS chunk will be cached into memory. As
mentioned in ISMAP, newly input chunk will generate its
Matrix Profile set, and update those of previously cached
chunks, which eventually leads to the update of Shapelet list in
the learned concept. When there is a state transition in Concept
Drift detection, the extraction of a fresh concept is then
finished which is applicable for streaming instances coming
afterwards. The detection of this transition state triggers then
a cache elimination procedure.

The elimination procedure is based on the fact that the
prediction target of an old TS Chunk is not compatible with
the fresh learned concept. By evaluating the cached chunks
chronologically, we aim at finding the transition border where
historical chunk starts to match the fresh updated concept,
which is a reverse process to the detection of cache elimination
trigger. We assume that Ct,w is the oldest chunk cached in
memory, after a trigger is detected, the evaluation will be
conducted from Ct,w to more recent chunks using the fresh
learned concept. If the prediction target in Ct,w matches the
fresh concept, that means Ct,w is in the frame of the fresh
concept, the chunks in later time ticks also contributes to the
concept’s tuning, which can be kept in memory. Otherwise,
Ct,w should be removed from cache to eliminate the negative
effect to the fresh learned concept. The process will not stop
until a transition border is detected. By this proactive mech-
anism, the system is capable of caching a stable volume of
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Fig. 5: Elastic Caching Mechanism for streaming instance chunk in memory

In light of these challenges, an advanced analysis on detect-
ing the Concept Drift from measured loss is required. That is,
not only to measure the loss from each TS Chunk, but also
to propose a strategy to analyse the loss. Based on the loss
definition in Equation 6, we define the average loss for a TS
chunk CN,w:

LC(N) =
1

w

wX

k=1

L(YN�w+k, h(TN�w+k)) (7)

Concept Enrichment: As mentioned in III-B, an user-defined
loss threshold � can be set to decide whether to import
the chunk into the system to enrich the concept. That is:
ImportChunk = True if LC(N)  �.

Concept Drift detection: Page-Hinkley test (PH) [29] is a
typical technique used for change detection in signal process-
ing. It allows a loss tolerance for the signal. The sequential
test on the variance which considers that normal operation cor-
responds to a certain variance and a drift being characterized
by an increase in this variance. Here we define a cumulative
difference between the observed loss and their mean up until
the current time:

mN =
NX

t=0

(LC(t)� Lavg(t)� �) (8)

where Lavg(t) is the average loss until the current time tick t,
� specifies the tolerable magnitude of changes. The minimum
value of mN is defined as MN = min(mt, t = 1...N). PH
test will measure the difference between MN and mN :

PHN = mN �MN (9)

Intuitively, the difference reflects the degree of Concept Drift,
when it exceeds a user-specified threshold �, then the Concept
Drift is detected.

3) Caching Mechanism: As the discriminative power of a
candidate Shapelet is based on its global distribution in dataset,
the fact that TS instances should be cached in memory is then
a necessary condition of Shapelet Extraction. This is the main
difference compared to Concept Drift detection in classical
data streams, where it’s possible to have one single pass on
input instance. Then the main challenge here is to bridge the

gap between TS and data stream analysis, that is, to consider
the nature of Shapelet in Time Series Stream (i.e., part of
data instances need to be cached), and propose a Shapelet-
based caching mechanism in streaming context, meanwhile the
caching volume should not increase indefinitely along with the
never-ending TS Stream.

As Concept Drift is the fact that the prediction targets at
different time tick are different, the previous learned concept
is inapplicable to current input data. Conversely speaking,
the fresh extracted concept doesn’t match previous prediction
target. This fact opens a path to optimize proactively the data
caching procedure in memory. Considered as a complement
to the global system shown in Fig. 4, the caching mechanism
is detailed in Fig. 5. Once a Concept Drift is detected in
TS stream, the TS chunk will be cached into memory. As
mentioned in ISMAP, newly input chunk will generate its
Matrix Profile set, and update those of previously cached
chunks, which eventually leads to the update of Shapelet list in
the learned concept. When there is a state transition in Concept
Drift detection, the extraction of a fresh concept is then
finished which is applicable for streaming instances coming
afterwards. The detection of this transition state triggers then
a cache elimination procedure.

The elimination procedure is based on the fact that the
prediction target of an old TS Chunk is not compatible with
the fresh learned concept. By evaluating the cached chunks
chronologically, we aim at finding the transition border where
historical chunk starts to match the fresh updated concept,
which is a reverse process to the detection of cache elimination
trigger. We assume that Ct,w is the oldest chunk cached in
memory, after a trigger is detected, the evaluation will be
conducted from Ct,w to more recent chunks using the fresh
learned concept. If the prediction target in Ct,w matches the
fresh concept, that means Ct,w is in the frame of the fresh
concept, the chunks in later time ticks also contributes to the
concept’s tuning, which can be kept in memory. Otherwise,
Ct,w should be removed from cache to eliminate the negative
effect to the fresh learned concept. The process will not stop
until a transition border is detected. By this proactive mech-
anism, the system is capable of caching a stable volume of

Trade-off between Accu. and Δ

• In theory, the higher the loss
threshold Δ, the higher the efficiency,
the lower the accuracy

• In practice, the highest accuracy
falls in the range Δ ∈ [0.35,0.45].
Nevertheless, efficiency can be
greatly increased with an exchange
of a negligible decrease of accuracy.

Accuracy Performance

Baseline: Shapelet Tree classifiers

• Information Gain (IG)1

• Kruskall-Wallis (KW)5

• Mood’s Median (MM)5
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Table 1: Shapelet Datasets in UCR Archive used for Incremental Test (ISMAP)
Type Name Train/Test Class Length IG KW MM ISMAP(best) Para. (�) Comp. Ratio

Simulated SyntheticControl 300/300 6 60 0.9433 0.9000 0.8133 0.7007 0.35 46.7%

Sensor

Trace 100/100 4 275 0.9800 0.9400 0.9200 1 0.5, 0.45 26.0%
MoteStrain 20/1252 2 84 0.8251 0.8395 0.8395 0.9169 0.45 60.0%
SonyAIBO.I 20/601 2 70 0.8453 0.7281 0.7521 0.9151 0.4 95.0%
SonyAIBO.II 27/953 2 65 0.8457 - - 0.8583 0.4 63.0%
ItalyPower. 67/1029 2 24 0.8921 0.9096 0.8678 0.9466 0.45 25.4%

ECG
ECG5000 500/4500 5 140 0.7852 - - 0.9109 0.4 9.4%
ECGFiveDays 23/861 2 136 0.7747 0.8721 0.8432 0.9826 0.4 51.2%
TwoLeadECG 23/1189 2 82 0.8507 0.7538 7657 0.9337 0.5 47.8%

Images
Symbols 25/995 6 398 0.7799 0.5568 0.5799 0.8113 0.35 96.0%
Co↵ee 28/28 2 286 0.9643 0.8571 0.8671 0.9286 0.4 78.6%
FaceFour 24/88 4 350 0.8409 0.4432 0.4205 0.9886 except 0.45 62.5%
DiatomSize. 16/306 4 345 0.7222 0.6111 0.4608 0.8758 0.5 50.0%

Motion GunPoint 50/150 2 150 0.8933 0.9400 0.9000 0.9733 0.45 42.0%

Accuracy

Time

Fig. 6: Results of Incremental Test (ISMAP) by adopting Shapelet Evaluation

and predict target instance: a) Information Gain (IG)[29], b) Kruskall-Wallis
(KW) [18], c) Mood’s Median (MM) [18]. As quality measure’s calculation is
negligible compared to the total time cost, the computation time should remain
at the same level when they adopt the same distance measure (e.g., MASS ), and
when ISMAP doesn’t adopt a Test-then-Train strategy.

Table 1 shows the accuracy performance comparison between baselines and
our approach. Obviously, ISMAP achieved the top performance on accuracy met-
ric on more datasets than any other classifier (12 of 14). Specifically for sensor,
motion and ECG data, ISMAP performs no doubt better than other approaches,
and achieved more than 20% accuracy improvement in ECG5000. Table 1 shows
as well the parameter � which brings the best accuracy performance. The Com-
pression Ratio is defined by the proportion of imported valuable instances over
total training instances: Comp.Ratio = nbr.instanceimported

nbr.instancetraining
, the ratio below 1

brings a better performance in both time and memory cost.

Fig. 6 shows a global view of accuracy and time cost tested by ISMAP

under di↵erent loss thresholds. Most of the time the accuracy keeps on a relative
stable stage even with the increase of �, which can be explained by the fact that
the instances from the same class are highly consistent, and share the common
Shapelet features. Therefore, the system e�ciency can be largely improved with
an exchange of a negligible decrease of accuracy.
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4.3 Results on adaptive features in TS Stream

Fig. 7 shows the Concept Drift detection process on the Trace dataset under
di↵erent loss tolerance level ✓. The Concept Drifts were detected by the system
within the time periods [345, 380]/[350, 365] and [670/790]/[675, 700] under
di↵erent ✓, which are in strong accordance with the true drifts in the dataset.
Di↵erent ✓ leads to di↵erent time periods for adjusting the learned concept. A
high tolerance is capable of relieving the e↵ect of outliers or excessive feedback,
and allows only a continuous high loss to be considered as a Concept Drift.
Therefore, less chunks are imported into the system which leads to less time
cost. From the memory and time plot on right Fig. 7, at the end of each drift
adjustment area, the cached information is largely eliminated, finally only 100
of 1000 (� = 0.15) or 50 of 1000 (� = 0.30) instances of Aug. Trace dataset
are cached in the memory. The proactive caching elimination mechanism shows
its elastic feature. Besides, the later imported chunks requires usually longer
calculation time (the step becomes longer in the time plot), as more chunks
have been cached.

1st cache elimination

2nd cache elimination

1st cache elimination
2nd cache elimination

a) Tholerance δ = 0.15,  PH thresh. λ = 0.4 

b) Tolerance δ = 0.3, PH thresh. λ = 0.4 
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Fig. 7: Results of Concept Drift Detection on augmented Trace dataset

Table 2: Evaluation in datasets with manually added drift

Dataset - i(Con. 1) ii(Con. 2) iii(Con. 2) iv(Con. 3)

Aug.Trace(� = 0.15)
Time tick 345 380 670 790
Test Accu. 0.9600 0.9900 0.9900 0.9800

Aug.Trace(� = 0.30)
Time tick 350 365 675 700
Test Accu. 0.9600 0.9800 0.9800 0.9700

In Table 2, we show the reliability of the Extracted Shapelets on 4 time
ticks at the beginning/end of each drift area2. The extracted Shapelets perform
the same accuracy at the two middle time ticks, which can be explained by the
fact that no chunks were imported since the learned Concept 2 was deemed
enough reliable. Globally, the adaptive Shapelets show a high accuracy in such
a streaming context with Concept Drift, although the accuracy is a little lower

2 We recall that the Trace testing dataset were augmented in the same manner, where
drifts were manually added.

TABLE I: Reliability of Extracted Shapelets on 4 time ticks at 
the beginning/end of each drift area

Concept Drift detection: 
• 345/330 (5=0.15), 350/330 (5=0.30)
Caching cost: 
• 100 of 1000 (5=0.15), 50 of 1000 (5=0.30)
• Cache is eliminated at the end of drift period

Synthetic Trace dataset:
• Randomly put noise for Data Augmentation
• 1000/1000 training/testing instances
• Two drifts are inserted at time 333 and 667

• Adaptive feature test over Synthetic dataset with Concept Drift

ü First attempt to explore incremental and adaptive features in Time Series Stream.
ü We propose a novel Shapelet Evaluation approach which allows the transition

from Time Series to Data Stream analysis.
ü We propose an elastic caching mechanism which is capable of eliminating out-

of-date concepts/data proactively in the Time Series Stream model.
ü The system is applicable in the scenario where an existing dataset is continuously

expanded with new knowledge without human loop in the middle.

Research Focus: 
• R4 + {C1, C2, C3} in Time Series Stream. 

System Structure 

Evaluation Block (cont.)


